to quantify this by weighing, less than 10% loss was observed after two hours. Even when no moist chamber is used, we have not seen any loss of reagent by evaporation during incubations of up to one hour.

We have found that the use of this simple device has resulted in both an improved quality of staining and a two to three-fold reduction in reagent costs.

PR. KELSEY
AJ STEED
Department of Haematology,
Manchester Royal Infirmary,
Oxford Road,
Manchester M13 9WL
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False positive results with heated sera in Toxoplasma ELISA for IgG antibody

During the development of an enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for Toxoplasma IgG antibody, it was noted that some sera which were negative with the Toxoplasma dye test gave positive results with the ELISA. These particular sera had been referred from the same laboratory and had been heated at 56°C for 30 minutes. Subsequently, we were able to show that readings obtained with about 70% of 52 sera more than doubled in value after they had been heated at 56°C for 30 minutes. Further work with commercial ELISA kits for Toxoplasma IgG antibody is in progress and will be reported when completed, but preliminary results at the Leeds Toxoplasma Reference Laboratory suggest that false positive results occur with at least one commercial kit when heated sera are tested.

Assays of this type for the measurement of IgG specific for other agents may also be affected by heat-inactivated sera. False positive results have been reported by other workers when testing heated inactivated sera by ELISA for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). An article by Spire et al stated that as a safety measure in hospital laboratories

Book reviews

Introduction to Sterilization and Disinfection

This book is a successor to the Review of Sterilization and Disinfection published in 1965 by the senior author with the late Professor Sidney Rubbo, a book which was notable for its introduction to microbiologists of the sterilising potential of glutaraldehyde. Although the present book has fewer pages than its predecessor, they are larger and contain a remarkable amount of information. Over two thirds of the book is concerned with various methods of sterilisation, the remainder of the book being devoted to chemical disinfectants and their use. This book is not written to satisfy the needs of any one discipline within the hospital but is a useful relatively small reference text for the wide range of those associated with sterilisation and disinfection processes who will find the various sections relevant to their interests clearly presented in a very readable fashion. It will be of value to those who teach groups concerned with sterilisation and the provision of central sterile supply services. Although written by two Australians, the views expressed are in accord with current British thinking and teaching, and frequent references are made to official British publications as well as to a wide range of sources in the scientific literature. Indeed, one of the book's very valuable features is the well chosen and comprehensive list of references (with dates as recent as 1984) to be found at the end of each chapter.

RJ FALLON


This small handbook is intended to provide an introduction to cytology for residents and cytotecnologists who already have a basic knowledge of the relevant pathology. The text is limited to two short chapters on cytological concepts and the approach to cytological diagnosis and introductions to the following chapters on four common tumour types and on repair processes. Most of the volume consists of repair photomicrographs accompanied by descriptive legends. The pictures are of acceptable quality; they illustrate the cytological appearances of the tumours as well as several differential diagnoses.

The authors have successfully presented the essential diagnostic features of some common tumours. They include some valuable comments on less well known details of cyto-diagnosis. It is an excellent bench book for the newcomer to diagnostic cytology.

ELIZABETH A HUDSON


The authors set out to bridge the gap, often a gulf, between transfusion laboratory and clinical user, and in many ways succeed admirably. The chapters dealing with the cellular elements of blood each begin with a summary of basic physiology as it applies to the transfusate, which should help all concerned to develop a logical approach to the indications for transfusion, and what they
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